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Wheat yield and grain protein content (GPC) are two main optimization targets for breeding and cultivation. Remote sensing
provides nondestructive and early predictions of yield and GPC, respectively. However, whether it is possible to simultaneously
predict yield and GPC in one model and the accuracy and influencing factors are still unclear. In this study, we made a
systematic comparison of different deep learning models in terms of data fusion, time-series feature extraction, and multitask
learning. The results showed that time-series data fusion significantly improved yield and GPC prediction accuracy with R2

values of 0.817 and 0.809. Multitask learning achieved simultaneous prediction of yield and GPC with comparable accuracy to
the single-task model. We further proposed a two-to-two model that combines data fusion (two kinds of data sources for
input) and multitask learning (two outputs) and compared different feature extraction layers, including RNN (recurrent neural
network), LSTM (long short-term memory), CNN (convolutional neural network), and attention module. The two-to-two
model with the attention module achieved the best prediction accuracy for yield (R2 = 0:833) and GPC (R2 = 0:846). The
temporal distribution of feature importance was visualized based on the attention feature values. Although the temporal
patterns of structural traits and spectral traits were inconsistent, the overall importance of both structural traits and spectral
traits at the postanthesis stage was more important than that at the preanthesis stage. This study provides new insights into the
simultaneous prediction of yield and GPC using deep learning from time-series proximal sensing, which may contribute to the
accurate and efficient predictions of agricultural production.

1. Introduction

Wheat yield and grain protein content (GPC) are two main
optimizing target traits for breeding and cultivation to
ensure food security [1] and improve food quality [2] under
the pressure of ever-increasing world populations and living
standards [3]. Previous studies have focused on yield predic-
tion, while quality assessment has received unprecedented
attention with the improvement of people’s living standards
in recent years. Therefore, simultaneous prediction of yield
and GPC is increasingly important [4] to meet the

requirement of simultaneous selection of high yield and
GPC varieties.

Remote sensing has become an important data source
for yield and protein prediction in previous decades [5].
Yu et al. [6] predicted soybean yield (r = 0:82) using the ran-
dom forest method from UAV-based high-resolution multi-
spectral data. Grain yield and GPC have also been
successfully predicted for maize [7], wheat ([8]; Li et al., [9,
10]), and barley [11]. In these models, yield and protein con-
tent are predicted separately by establishing different
machine learning models. Due to the intrinsic relationship
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between yield and protein content [5, 12], whether it is pos-
sible to build a model to predict yield and quality simulta-
neously is worth exploring.

Recent studies emphasize the need to fuse multisource
and multitemporal data for remote sensing-based predic-
tions of yield and GPC. Multisource data enrich knowledge
of feature dimensions, such as structural and spectral traits.
Combining the characteristics of multisource information
is beneficial to complement each other and improve predic-
tion accuracy, as reported in potato [9, 10], soybean [13],
and cotton [14]. In addition, multitemporal data usually out-
perform single-stage data due to the cumulative information
in the time dimension. The cumulative vegetation index sub-
stantially outperforms the single-stage vegetation index for
yield estimation [15], and the best time interval is usually
from the jointing to the initial filling stage [8]. However,
these studies only fused data of several stages, such as stand-
ing, jointing, heading, and filling growth stages. Time-series
(e.g., daily) data are more common in field phenotyping
studies with the recent prosperity of proximal sensing. It is
challenging to fuse data from the entire growth stage in these
machine learning methods.

Deep learning, a branch of the data-driven machine
learning method, has been proven effective in dealing with
large-volume, high-dimensional, time-series data and solv-
ing multiple tasks simultaneously [16, 17]. Through multi-
layer neural network connections, automatic learning of
nonlinear features, and optimizing massive parameters, deep
learning shows innate strengths in solving big data and high-
dimensional complex problems [18]. To improve time-series
feature extraction and target prediction, models with mem-
ory capabilities such as RNN (recurrent neural network)
and LSTM (long short-term memory) have been proposed
and widely used [19]. To achieve simultaneous learning of
multiple tasks, multitask learning has been developed, which
can improve the accuracy and overall speed of several related
deep learning tasks through associative training [20]. Since
deep learning was proposed, it has achieved state-of-the-art
results in many fields (e.g., image processing) [21], but it
has not yet become prevailing for prediction in agriculture.

In yield prediction, Maimaitijiang et al. [13] found that
deep learning-based models are better than traditional
machine learning methods. In addition, they found that data
fusion (RGB, multispectral, and thermal) also improved the
performance of deep learning. Sandhu et al. [22] also proved
that the yield prediction accuracy of the deep learning model
was 0 to 5% higher than that of a ridge regression model for
predicting complex traits. They also pointed out that MLP
(multilayer perceptron) produced higher prediction accu-
racy than CNN (convolutional neural network). These
efforts proved the effectiveness of deep learning [23]. How-
ever, deep learning for yield and GPC prediction is still in
its infancy, posing many questions to be explored that are
related to data fusion, time-series feature extraction, and
multitask learning (e.g., simultaneous prediction of yield
and GPC).

This study collected near-daily multispectral and LiDAR
data during the whole crop growth cycle from a high-
throughput phenotyping platform. The aims of this study

include the following: (1) to explore the benefits of data
fusion, multitask learning, and feature extraction strategies
to the yield and GPC prediction accuracy of deep learning-
based models; (2) to propose a new deep learning model
by fusing the benefits of multimodal data, an optimal feature
extraction module, and multitask learning; and (3) to illus-
trate the time-series feature contribution by visualizing fea-
tures of a temporal-channel attention layer.

2. Study Area and Data Collection

2.1. Experimental Design. The experiment was conducted at
the Baima Experimental Station (119°18′71″E, 31°62′00″N)
of Nanjing Agricultural University, China (Figure 1(a)). The
area of the planting field is approximately 2000 m2. The field
was split into 480 plots, which were composed of four blocks
that contained two nitrogen (N) fertilizer levels (control
group, 240 kg/ha; N deficiency group, 0 kg/ha) and two rep-
lications according to the principle of split-plot design. A
total of 120 Chinese winter wheat varieties with various
levels of grain yield and protein potential were selected and
planted in each replication. The plot size was 1 × 1m, the
row spacing was 0.25m, the plot spacing was 0.5m, and
the germplasm density was 300 seeds/m2.

Soil samples were collected to confirm that the soil basic
nitrogen content was sufficiently low for the requirement of
our designed nitrogen treatments from the plow layer before
sowing. The total organic nitrogen content (0.67 g/kg) is
much lower than that in normal soil and even lower than
that in poor soil (0.98 g/kg) [24]. Nitrogen fertilizer (urea,
46%) was applied twice for the control group, half before
sowing and the remaining half at the jointing stage. The
quantities of phosphorus (P2O5, 12%) and potassium (K2O,
60%) fertilizer in the two treatments were both 120 kg/ha
and applied as the base fertilizer before sowing. All plots
were manually planted in November 2019 and harvested in
May 2020, with careful field management throughout the
whole growth period.

2.2. Grain Yield and Protein Content Collection. The grain
yield and protein content data were collected manually for
all plots at the mature stage (Figure 1(a)), taking approxi-
mately two months. In each plot, all aboveground portions
were manually harvested. Then, the grains of each plot were
manually threshed and filtered from the spikes, which
were then dehydrated under sunlight, weighed, and recorded
as yield (kg ha-1). Then, a subsample of grains from each plot
was extracted and poured into a plastic sample tray, and the
grain protein content (%) was measured using a NIR
DA7250TM NIR analyzer (Perten Instruments, Inc., IL,
USA).

2.3. Proximal Sensing Data Collection. This study collected
both three-dimensional (3D) LiDAR and multispectral data
of each plot using a high-throughput phenotyping platform
(FieldScan) [25] (Figure 1(a)). The FieldScan is equipped
with two groups of sensor suites to speed up data collection.
Each group has two sensor suits installed at a certain angle
according to the field of view to enhance the ability of 3D
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data acquisition. The sensor suite is named PlantEye F500
(Phenospex, Heerlen, Netherlands), which is composed of
one near-infrared laser scanning sensor (LiDAR) and one
four-band spectral sensor (multispectral).

LiDAR and multispectral data are collected simulta-
neously with the platform moving at a speed of 5 cm/s.
The point resolutions are 0.8, 0.8, and 0.2mm in the xyz
direction. The multispectral data include blue (460-485 nm,
B), green (530-540 nm, G), red (620-645 nm, R), and near-
infrared (720-750 nm, NIR) wavelengths. The multispectral
data were collected under a stable artificial light environ-
ment. The FieldScan platform worked four times near-
daily from the tillering stage to the maturity stage (107 days
after sowing to 195 days after sowing, Supplementary
Table S2), accumulating approximately 2TB of data. In
this study, data collected at night were selected for analysis
to avoid the unnecessary influence of environmental wind
and light.

3. Method

3.1. Data Preprocessing. The point cloud data collected by
two laser scanners in each group were registered to increase
the point cloud density (approximately 800000 pts/m3)

using the commercial web-based interface software system
(HortControl). The software also fused multispectral infor-
mation with each point automatically, making all points
contain both geometric information (i.e., xyz coordinates)
and spectral information (i.e., R, G, B, and NIR). After data
registration and fusion, the fused points were processed with
filtering, denoising, and normalization, as described in [26].
The normalized data were used for extracting phenotypic
traits of each plot, including structural traits and spectral
traits (Figure 1(b)).

3.2. Phenotypic Trait Extraction. Eight phenotypic traits
were selected and extracted from the fused points due to
their wide application in agricultural practice [7, 27, 28].
Among them, four spectral traits have been widely used to
estimate yield and protein content in crops [8, 13], including
the green normalized difference vegetation index (GNDVI)
[15], the chlorophyll vegetation index (CVI) [29], the nor-
malized chlorophyll pigment vegetation index (NCPI) [30],
and the modified chlorophyll absorption in reflectance index
(MCARI) [31]. GNDVI is insensitive to plant structure var-
iation and is correlated with yield better than the normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) [15, 32]. The CVI is sen-
sitive to plant chlorophyll concentration [29]. NCPI can
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Figure 1: A workflow diagram of the experimental design, feature extraction, and modeling. (a) Study area and data collection; (b) data
preprocessing for original data and phenotypic trait extraction; (c) dataset building for deep learning and model construction; and (d)
deep learning model construction and model comparison analysis.
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estimate the proportion of total photosynthetic pigments to
chlorophyll, especially under nitrogen deficiency conditions
[30]. MCARI is modified from the chlorophyll absorption
in reflectance index (CARI) to minimize the nonplant effects
on spectral reflectance [31]. These spectral traits were calcu-
lated based on the spectral attributes of the points
(Table S1), and their dynamics are shown in Figure S1.

The other four structural traits are the mean height of
points (Hmean), 99 percentile height of points (H99), plant
volume (volume), and projected leaf area (PLA). Hmean and
H99 present the mean and 99% percentile height of all
points, respectively [33]. PLA and volume are both highly
correlated with plant productivity [28, 34]. These structural
traits were extracted from the fused point cloud data based
on geometric information using the methods in Jin et al.
[26], and their temporal dynamics are shown in Figure S1.

3.3. Dataset Preparation for Deep Learning. Deep learning, a
data-driven machine learning method, requires a large
amount of regular data to enable automatic feature extrac-
tion and batch learning. The original data need to be orga-
nized into a unified structure (e.g., unified spatial
dimension and time continuity of data). In addition, data
augmentation has been proven useful for improving model
accuracy. Therefore, our dataset was built by the following
steps, including data vectorization, missing value interpola-
tion, data augmentation, and data normalization.

Data vectorization was conducted to organize the
extracted phenotypic traits of each plot into unified feature
vectors. Values of each phenotypic trait extracted from
107 days after sowing (DAS) to 195 DAS were
concatenated into a one-dimensional (1D) feature vector
fx107, x108, x109, x110,⋯, x195g. For example, x107 represents
the trait value on the 107th day after seeding.

Missing value interpolation was implemented to fill the
missing values in the original data. There were some missing
values due to some irresistible factors, such as equipment
maintenance and power outages. Because the missing values
of each plot vary during the whole growth stage, the lengths
of inputs are too different to be trained in batch. A linear
interpolation method was used to address the missing
values.

Data augmentation can generate more diverse data,
which has been proven useful for improving the generaliza-
tion ability and preventing overfitting of a deep learning
model. Based on the 480 examples, jittering, scaling, and
random sampling methods were adopted to augment the
data by referring to previous studies [1]. Given an example,
one of the methods (jittering, scaling, and random sampling)
was randomly applied to its feature vector values, and its tar-
get values (yield and GPC) were added by the value gener-
ated from a normal distribution between -0.05 and 0.05. In

this way, the total example size was increased from 480 to
1000 (Table 1).

Data normalization was beneficial to model accuracy
and coverage speed [35]. In this study, min-max normaliza-
tion was applied to transform the values of the yield and
GPC to the interval [0, 1].

3.4. Deep Learning Model Construction and Validation

3.4.1. Model Structure. To verify the effectiveness of data
fusion and multitask learning, four fully connected (FC)
neural network structures were proposed according to the
input feature types and output variables of each model,
including a one-to-one model, a one-to-two model, a two-
to-one model, and a two-to-two model (Figure 2).

The one-to-one model was employed to compare the
predictive performance using either one structural trait or
one spectral trait. The architecture of the one-to-one model
was an FC neural network with one input layer, three hidden
layers, and one output layer (Figure 2(a)). The input is one
trait, and the output is the predicted yield or GPC. Three
hidden layers were used for feature extraction, and the num-
ber of neurons in each hidden layer was 16. More details of
this model structure are shown in Figure S2(a). The loss
function of this model is the mean absolute error (MAE)
between the prediction and ground truth value.

The one-to-two model was designed for multitask learn-
ing. The architecture includes one input layer, three hidden
layers, and two output layers (Figure 2(b)). The input is also
one spectral trait or one structural trait, while the output
layers predict both yield and GPC. Details of this model
structure are shown in Figure S2(b). Since the model has
two output variables, the loss function of this model is
designed as the weighted value of yield MAE and GPC
MAE (Eq. (1)).

Total Loss = λ1 ×MAEGPC + λ2 ×MAEYield, ð1Þ

where λ1 and λ2 represent the weight values of GPC and
yield loss, respectively. The default values of λ1 and λ2
were both 0.5, giving the same weight to the two tasks. The
influences of setting the default ratio are discussed in
Section 5.3.

The two-to-one model was designed for data fusion at
the feature level according to previous findings that
intermedian-level fusion performs better than input-level
data fusion [13]. The architecture consists of two input
layers, three hidden layers, and one output layer
(Figure 2(c)). The input layer contains two parts, one for
loading data from spectral traits and the other for structural
traits. The input dimensions of the left and right parts are both
1 × 89, which are transformed into 1 × 16 by one hidden layer

Table 1: The description of the dataset.

Dataset Number of examples Number of features Temporal dimension of each feature

Original 480 8 51 or 53

After interpolation and augmentation 1000 8 89
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for initial feature extraction. Then, a concatenate layer fuses
these two feature vectors (1 × 16) into a 1 × 32 vector. The last
hidden layer transforms the fused feature vector into a 1 × 16
vector for further feature extraction. The loss function of this
model is the mean absolute error (MAE). More details of
this model structure are shown in Figure S2(c).

The two-to-two model was designed to integrate data
fusion and multitask learning. The architecture consists of
two input layers, three hidden layers, and two output layers.
The input layers and hidden layers are the same as the two-
to-one model, and the loss function and output layers are the
same as the one-to-two model. To better extract useful fea-
tures from time-series data, RNN, LSTM, 1D CNN, and
attention mechanism module were used to replace the
default FC in the initial feature extraction. RNN, LSTM,
and 1D CNN were implemented with built-in functions in
Keras. The attention mechanism module is designed manu-
ally: (1) The dimension of the original input is transformed
from 1 × 89 × 1 into 1 × 89 × 5 by one LSTM layer for initial
feature extraction; (2) two parallel network lines are
designed: one line preserves the initial feature information
(1 × 89 × 5), and the other is permuted twice to achieve
attention weight values of the initial feature (1 × 89 × 5);
and (3) the above two feature matrices are multiplied
(1 × 89 × 5). The loss function of the two-to-two model is
the same as that of the one-to-two model. Details of all

two-to-two model structures are shown in Figure S2(d)-(h).
All models were implemented using Python with
TensorFlow and Keras libraries.

3.4.2. Model Training. The dataset was randomly split into a
training dataset, validation dataset, and testing dataset at
ratios of 80%, 10%, and 10%, respectively. All models were
trained on a high-performance computer with an Intel i7
8700 central processing unit (CPU), 32GB memory, and
an NVIDIA 2080 GeForce graphics processing unit (GPU).
The batch size was 32. The Adam method with a learning
rate of 0.001 was set to optimize the model parameters.
The Dropout regularization method with a rate of 0.1 was
used to reduce overfitting due to its flexibility and robustness
[36]. All models were trained to converge with the early
stopping strategy in Keras.

3.4.3. Model Validation. To evaluate the performance of the
prediction model, the coefficients of determination (R2), root
mean square error (RMSE), and relative RMSE (rRMSE)
were calculated using the following formulas.

R2 = 1 −
∑n

i yi − y_i
� �2

∑n
i yi − �yið Þ2 , ð2Þ
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Figure 2: Model structures. (a) One-to-one model; (b) one-to-two model; (c) two-to-one model; and (d) two-to-two model.
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RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑n

i=1 yi − y_i
� �2

n

vuut
, ð3Þ

rRMSE =
RMSE

�y
∗ 100%, ð4Þ

where yi and y_i are the measured and predicted values,
respectively. �y is the mean of the measured values, and n is
the total number of examples in the testing dataset.

3.5. Model Analysis. The model comparison analysis
includes two parts, one for analyzing data fusion, multitask,
and different feature extraction methods on the prediction
accuracies. The other part is building an optimal architec-
ture for the simultaneous prediction of wheat yield and
GPC, as well as analyzing the daily importance of features
for model prediction.

To select the optimal spectral traits and structural traits,
each trait was input into a one-to-one model in turn to
assess the importance of each trait. The best prediction
results of the one-to-one model were used as the benchmark
for comparing the performances of other types of models
(two-to-one, one-to-two, and two-to-two models). To verify
the effectiveness of data fusion and multitask learning, a
two-to-one model for data fusion and a one-to-two model
for multitask learning are constructed and compared with
the best one-to-one model. The inputs of the two-to-one
model are the best spectral trait and the best structural trait,
according to the results of the one-to-one model. Finally, the
performances of various two-to-two models using different
feature extraction methods, including RNN, LSTM, CNN,
and attention mechanism module, are compared with the
simple FC two-to-two model. According to the analysis of
data fusion, multitask learning, and feature extraction, the
best model was proposed. Additionally, the daily importance
of predictors is analyzed using the attention feature.

4. Results

4.1. One-to-One Model Performance in Yield and GPC
Prediction. Spectral traits (MCARI, NCPI, CVI, and
GNDVI) and structural traits (Volume, H99, PLA,
and Hmean) were applied to predict wheat yield and GPC
based on the one-to-one model (Figure 3). Among the spec-
tral traits, GNDVI provided the best accuracy for both yield
and GPC prediction, with R2 (rRMSE) values of 0.785
(22.47%) and 0.687 (11.12%), respectively. Among the struc-
tural traits, Hmean performed the best for both yield and
GPC prediction, with R2 (rRMSE) values of 0.787 (22.34%)
and 0.783 (9.27%), respectively. Structural traits except for
volume all showed high accuracy in the prediction of wheat
yield and GPC, while the prediction accuracy of spectral
traits showed a gradient difference in that GNDVI was the
best, followed by CVI, NCPI, and MCARI. In addition,
the rRMSE of GPC was always lower than that of yield by
at least 10%.

4.2. Data Fusion (Two-to-One Model) in Yield and GPC
Prediction. To verify the effectiveness of data fusion, the
two-to-one model is constructed and compared with
the best one-to-one model, which has an R2 of 0.787 for yield
and 0.783 for GPC prediction (Figures 4(a) and 4(d)). The
best spectral feature (i.e., GNDVI) and the best structural fea-
ture (i.e., Hmean) were selected as two inputs to train the
yield prediction and GPC prediction models, respectively.
Compared to the best one-to-one model, the two-to-one
model performed better for both yield (R2 = 0:817) and
GPC (R2 = 0:809) prediction (Figures 4(b) and 4(e)).

4.3. Multitask Learning (One-to-Two Model) in Yield and
GPC Prediction. To verify the effectiveness of multitask
learning, the one-to-two model is constructed and compared
with the best one-to-one model built with the Hmean fea-
ture. For multitask learning, the best feature (i.e., Hmean)
was selected as input to the one-to-two model, which pre-
dicted yield and GPC simultaneously. The results showed
that the one-to-two model provided high accuracy for both
yield and GPC with R2 values of 0.782 and 0.788, respec-
tively (Figures 4(c) and 4(f)), which is similar to the best
one-to-one model (Figures 4(a) and 4(d)).

4.4. Data Fusion and Multitask Integration (Two-to-Two
Model) in Yield and GPC Prediction. To verify the effective-
ness of data fusion and multitask integration, the FC two-to-
two model is constructed and compared with the best one-
to-one model. The GNDVI and Hmean were two inputs,
and all the hidden layers were fully connected. The accura-
cies (R2) for yield and GPC were 0.810 and 0.785, respec-
tively (Figure 5(a)and Figure 6(a)).

4.5. Influences of Feature Extraction on Two-to-Two Model.
To further improve the prediction accuracy of the two-to-
two model, RNN, LSTM, 1D CNN, and attention mecha-
nism layers were selected to extract time-series features.
The results showed that the yield prediction accuracies using
different feature extraction methods were attention mecha-
nism layer >1D CNN>FC>LSTM > RNN. Compared with
FC, the RNN and LSTM methods did not improve the
model accuracy. In contrast, the CNN model provided better
accuracy than FC in terms of the mean yield R2 (0.823) and
GPC R2 (0.779) (Figure 5(d) and Figure 6(d)). Additionally,
the attention model provided the best accuracy for both
yield and GPC prediction, with R2 values of 0.833 and
0.846, respectively (Figure 5(e) and Figure 6(e)).

5. Discussion

5.1. Performance of Different Features to Deep Learning-
Based Yield/GPC Prediction (One-to-One Model). In this
study, all structural features, except volume, showed high
accuracy in the prediction of wheat yield and GPC, outper-
forming most multispectral features. The importance of
structural traits was consistent with previous findings in bio-
mass estimation using LiDAR-derived traits [26]. They
proved that the most important traits were height-related
traits followed by PLA, and volume was even worse. The
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Figure 4: Scatter plots between the predicted value and ground truth. (a–c) Yield prediction results by the one-to-one model, two-to-one
model, and one-to-two models; (d– f) GPC prediction results by the one-to-one, two-to-one model, and one-to-two models. The green
dotted line represents the 1 : 1 fitted line.
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reason why volume is worse may be that it is a complicated
3D trait influenced easily by species and growth stages. In
contrast, only the accuracy predicted by GNDVI spectral
traits reached a high level similar to that of structural traits.
The strength of GNDVI for yield prediction has also been
proven by Shanahan et al. [32]. Because of the prediction
differences of different traits, many studies have explored
the best traits for modeling. This study selected 8 potential
traits for modeling based on previous findings [32, 37].
Although the performance of each trait in yield (GPC) pre-
diction is compared, the main purpose, unlike previous stud-
ies, is to select the best structural and spectral traits for
comparative analysis of data fusion and multitask learning.

5.2. The Influence of Data Fusion on Deep Learning-Based
Yield/GPC Prediction (Two-to-One Model). The two-to-one
model performed better than the one-to-one model for both
yield (R2 = 0:817) and GPC (R2 = 0:809) prediction, which is
consistent with previous data fusion studies using machine
learning [13, 38]. The reasons may be two aspects. First,
the information of multisource data is complementary in
different periods, especially the multispectral and LiDAR

data used in this study. LiDAR can monitor structural
dynamics that reflect plant growth [28]. Spectral informa-
tion can well characterize optical property changes caused
by inner physiological statuses, especially in the develop-
ment stage [39]. Second, data-driven deep learning models
tend to have better performance with more features [13],
which may not be suitable for traditional machine learning
methods.

5.3. The Influence of Multitask Learning on Deep Learning-
Based Yield/GPC Prediction (One-to-Two Model). Multitask
deep learning is conducive to sharing representations
learned by different prediction tasks [20]. Because of the
compound loss function of the one-to-two model, the influ-
ences of ratio change on prediction accuracy were analyzed
using the one-to-two model. The yield/GPC weight ratios
were changed from 0.1 : 0.9 to 0.9 : 0.1 (Table 2). The results
showed that the prediction accuracy of GPC increases with
the yield/GPC ratio. When the yield/GPC ratio was
0.1 : 0.9, the accuracy of GPC reached the maximum
(R2 = 0:805, RMSE = 1:211, rRMSE=8.78%). In contrast,
the accuracy of yield prediction reached the maximum
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Figure 5: Scatter plots between the predicted and actual yield using two-to-two models with different feature extraction methods, including
(a) FC, (b) RNN, (c) LSTM, (d) 1D CNN, and (e) attention model.
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(R2 = 0:799, RMSE = 0:173, rRMSE = 21:72%) when the
yield/GPC ratio was 0.9 : 0.1. These results indicate that
the priority of yield/GPC prediction accuracy could be con-
trolled by adjusting the weight ratio between yield and GPC.

Multitask learning has been applied to learn the spatial
features to improve the yield estimation accuracy of corn
[23]. Although multitask learning did not significantly
improve model accuracy in our study, it greatly optimized
model efficiency because only one forward propagation
was needed to predict both yield and GPC. In this study,
wheat yield and GPC were equally critical target traits in
breeding and cultivation, so the default weights of yield
and GPC loss were set the same. Specifically, the default λ1
and λ2 both have normalized values of 0.5, considering the
sum of λ1 and λ2 should be 1 for better training. Meanwhile,
because the prediction accuracy of yield and GPC was
adjustable in multitask learning (Table. 2), the model could
be deployed for specific scenarios.

5.4. The Influence of Feature Extraction on Deep Learning-
Based Yield/GPC Prediction (Two-to-Two Model). The accu-
racy ranking of different feature extraction methods was
attention mechanism layer>1D CNN>FC>LSTM > RNN.
Unlike the advancement of LSTM and RNN performed in
previous studies [40], they did not improve the model accu-
racy compared with FC in our study. In contrast, CNN
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Figure 6: Scatter plots between the predicted and actual GPC using two-to-two models with different feature extraction methods, including
(a) FC, (b) RNN, (c) LSTM, (d) 1D CNN, and (e) attention model.

Table 2: Performance of yield and GPC prediction under different
yield/GPC weight ratios.

Weight ratio
(yield/GPC)

Yield GPC

R2 RMSE
(kg)

rRMSE
(%)

R2 RMSE
(%)

rRMSE
(%)

0.9 : 0.1 0.799 0.173 21.72 0.755 1.357 9.83

0.8 : 0.2 0.795 0.175 21.93 0.754 1.360 9.86

0.7 : 0.3 0.794 0.175 21.95 0.776 1.329 9.41

0.6 : 0.4 0.790 0.177 22.17 0.754 1.361 9.86

0.5 : 0.5 0.782 0.180 22.62 0.788 1.263 9.15

0.4 : 0.6 0.780 0.181 22.69 0.801 1.225 8.87

0.3 : 0.7 0.766 0.187 23.39 0.765 1.327 9.63

0.2 : 0.8 0.770 0.185 23.20 0.786 1.268 9.19

0.1 : 0.9 0.752 0.192 24.11 0.805 1.211 8.78
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showed better accuracy than FC, which suggested 1D
CNN could solve some time-series problems with the advan-
tage of capturing features of the local receptive field [41]. In
yield and GPC prediction, the success of 1D CNN might be
attributed to the extracted local features that correspond to
key growth stages [20]. Moreover, the attention model pro-
vided the best prediction accuracy. This may be because
the attention feature has a global receptive field that can take
advantage of the temporal importance of different growth
stages [23]. The attention feature also benefits the interpreta-
tion of time-series data contributions.

5.5. Interpretation of Time-Series Feature Importance. To
understand the contribution of time-series data to the pre-
diction accuracy of deep learning models, this study ana-
lyzed the daily contributions of structural and spectral
properties based on the best two-to-two attention model
(Figure S2(h)). The inputs of the model are GNDVI and

Hmean, which are separately sent into the attention layer
to extract the temporal attention features. The length of
the attention feature vector is equal to the number of days,
and the feature value represents the importance of each day.

The two-to-two attention model captured different
temporal patterns between GNDVI and Hmean. For
GNDVI (Figure 7(a)), attention values were almost distrib-
uted on average, ranging from 0.5% to 3%. For Hmean
(Figure 7(b)), two peaks appeared at the initial filling stage
and the late mature stage, and the maximum value was at
the initial filling stage. In addition, the average attention
value preanthesis (1.06%/day) was lower than that post-
anthesis (1.18%/day) in the GNDVI. This trend was con-
sistent but more pronounced in Hmean, which had
average attention values of 0.36%/day and 1.96%/day pre-
anthesis and postanthesis, respectively. The visualized
attention pattern shows that the contribution of traits to
yield and GPC prediction after anthesis is larger than that
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before anthesis, which was consistent with the results of
studies on rice and soybean [42, 43].

5.6. Contributions and Future Works. This study explored
the potential of simultaneous yield and GPC prediction with
time-series data, utilizing many deep learning strategies.
Specifically, we highlighted the following contributions: (1)
multimodal and time-series data fusion significantly
improved yield and GPC prediction accuracy; (2) Multitask
learning was an efficient strategy for simultaneous yield
and GPC prediction, and the priority of yield and GPC pre-
diction accuracy could be controlled by adjusting the weight
ratio; (3) a two-to-two model was proposed to integrate the
mentioned multitask learning and time-series data fusion,
while we also uncovered that the attention model provided
the best prediction accuracy compared to FC, RNN, LSTM,
and CNN; and (4) We deciphered that although the tempo-
ral patterns of structural traits and spectral traits were incon-
sistent, postanthesis was always a more important growth
stage from the daily attention features.

In addition to the analysis results presented in this study,
there are still some perspectives that need to be considered
in the future: (1) This study selected some well-known traits
for deep learning. Although selecting optimal traits for pre-
diction is out of the study aims, it should be an important
direction to automatically extract features for deep learning
from raw imagery or point cloud data. (2) This study only
analyzed the data fusion of spectral traits and structural
traits from LiDAR. It is worth exploring more traits from
more source data, such as thermal or even meteorological
data [23]. In addition, data fusion is conducted at the feature
level, and we acknowledge that fusion at raw data and deci-
sion levels is also interesting [13]. (3) This study adopted a
simple but mature architecture for analysis. We suggest that
future works consider some novel architectures, such as the
Transformer, a new self-attention deep learning structure
that can be trained in parallel with a good global receptive
field. (4) We recognize the high cost of obtaining daily data.
Therefore, developing low-cost platforms and exploring data
generation methods (e.g, Generative Adversarial Networks)
are encouraged to generate time-series and low-cost data in
the future [44].

6. Conclusion

In this study, wheat yield and GPC were simultaneously pre-
dicted based on multitask learning from time-series proximal
sensing. The results highlighted that the accuracy of both yield
and GPC frommultitask learning is comparable to the models
that specifically predict yield or GPC. The accuracy improve-
ment of data fusion to yield and GPC prediction is more obvi-
ous. Among the different time-series feature extraction
methods, the attention mechanism layer outperformed
CNN, FC, LSTM, and RNN. The daily importance revealed
by attention features shows that both structural and spectral
traits are more important after anthesis. In summary, this
study implemented a systematic influence analysis of data
fusion, feature extraction modules, and multitask learning on
the accuracy of deep learning-based yield and GPC prediction.

These findings may improve the understanding and applica-
tion of deep learning-based prediction for yield and GPC in
smart agriculture.

Data Availability

The datasets, source code, and other supporting data are
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Additional Points

Highlights. (i) Fusing multispectral and LiDAR data signifi-
cantly improved the prediction accuracy of yield and grain
protein content. (ii) Multitask deep learning enables the
simultaneous prediction of yield and protein, and the accu-
racy is similar to that of the single-task yield or GPC predic-
tion model. (iii) The attention-based deep learning model
was better than other nonattention models in time-series
feature extraction, which can also quantify the daily impor-
tance of features
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